Run # 1507 – 76 Runners

Monday 21st Jan 2013

niece somewhere, who might be ready in another couple of years!!

Scribe Report by Barnacle Bollocks
Found it this time! After getting lost last week and after driving nearly
40ks, before giving up, going home and getting on the piss. What a
lovely A-site. Whispering Pines and Casuarina trees carpeted with pine
needles and surrounded by green hills. Even the climate was on our side,
being cool this time of the year. Well done, Hares.
After

falling

for

scribe,

(due

to

WANK-KING’S

WANKER’s

persuasion), I started wandering around chatting with runners, and
immediately came across a group discussing the merits of the various
sausages available in town. ROBBING BASTARD explained that the
English ones were best, and who can argue, after BALL RINGER’s own
English sausage is apparently still in good working order, he proudly tells

HELLBOY took a set of hair curlers, and he being bald, was promptly
iced by SIR AIRHEAD.
Tom then showed us a T-shirt sent to him from OZZIE BOB, with TQ
Retirement home emblazoned across the front. A thoughtful gift. VV
then snuck up to me and asked that I give his food business a bit of
free advertising as he is planning to put on a suckling pig in the near
future. I’m sure the pig won’t be free though. Virgins were brought in
and toasted as being ‘No Fucking use to anyone’.
Returners were then brought into the circle and suitably abused. None
more so than PUGSLY, the Beer Policeman, who bravely took the bucket
no less than three times. SIR AIRHEAD being extremely jealous at

us that he is going to be a Daddy again. Silly Bugger at 64!

PUGSLY’s ‘perks’ when flying, usually Business class. Cattle Stampeders

Came across SIR REALLY SADISTIC BASTARD, looking clean and no

berserk and broke his tether, racing off into the hills with the irate

sign of having ran at all, having been out strolling with SIR SPAGHETTI
HEAD, and another unnamed skiving bastard, in search of a bar. They
have obviously been corrupted by GENERAL KIDNEY WIPER.
Then PAPRIKA SMILEY, who really should have been scribe, but talked
himself out of it by saying that his English language skills were not good
enough. Good enough to book himself a 15 baht flight to Manila and back
though, with Air Asia. Incredible it sounds, apparently you have to book

were then iced, and quite rightly, as there was a huge Brahmin Bull went
owner shaking his fist at the pack. MENTAL DISORDER took the circle
and iced various innocent people just for being there, it seemed to me.
The GM came back and iced ROBBING BASTARD for being pissed and
taking a nap head down in the sand, during the recent day on the beach.
Thought he might have died, he said. Ole and Rudi, quite rightly iced for
paying up to 1,600 Baht in Bar fines, talk about inflating prices!

a year in advance. Better, ask him for details, you other cheap cunts.

WANK-KING’S WANKER took to the Nam Keng, for being a scruffy

Next, was TAMPAX explaining that he went to bed at four in the

on Ice just for being Danish, by our Noggie G.M, who was enraged at

morning, leaving the front door wide open, and having no fucking idea
where he had been. He might have said something about having a sore
bum. FLYING FINN was kindly dishing out his 32% cough medicine,
made from rendered down Reindeer. I was very careful to just have a

bastard, and looking like some kind of street bum. The Danes were next
being mistaken for being Swedish. Strange lot these Scandihooligans!
I was then coerced into giving a musical rendition of the Robster song,
which most folk seemed to enjoy, despite some having heard it a dozen

wee taste, being in charge of my new bright red rocket bike.

times before. A kindly audience.

The circle was called at 16:20, the day cooling down perfectly and off

From lobsters we degenerated to Crabs, and interrogated those among

we went. Up Hill and down Dale, then more hills. Much muttering was to
be heard behind me where one of the Ozzie contingent was heard
wingeing and complaining. They coming from a flat and featureless
waste, you see.
Still a pleasant run, with nary a dog or tapioca field to trample. Plenty of

us who have sported the little beasts in our nether regions from time to
time. One Norwegian lady was horrified at admitting to having had crabs
previously, when she found out where the little buggers normally live!
Told you what a strange lot the Scandi’s are.
SIR SPAGHETTI HEAD drunkenly led the assembly in the Hash Hymn,

young rubber trees for the ever-expanding condom industry. Pity BALL

and I wobbled homeward on me bike.

RINGER is too cheap to make use of them. The runners came in dribs

A great afternoon’s Hashing. Thanks to all, and particularly the Hares.

and drabs, panting with exhaustion after all the hills, with me these
days being a FMRB, sort of. That’s front middle running bastard. Too
tottery these days to be up front proper.

A special mention needs to go to BOTTOMLESS PIT, and his lady, for
doing such a great job week in and week out. Prost, Michael!

Raffle was up next and STEPTOE took away a super looking barbecue.
Yours truly also had a winning ticket, and I chose a cute little girls tank
top. Too small, even for my tiny racing snake of a missus. She has a

ON-ON BARNACLE BOLLOCKS

Next run, 1508 – AGM Run, Monday Jan 28.
From Pattaya Klang turn left onto Sukhumvit road
and join Highway 7 towards Bangkok. After 9km exit
highway 7 and join route 36 heading towards
Rayong. Continue on highway 36 for 7km (from
highway 7) and exit at the HHH sign on the left
where the A-Site is situated.

Future Hares, call Hare raiser Horse, 0879068280
Run#

Date

Hares

On On

1508
1509
1510
1511
1512

Jan28
Feb4
Feb11
Feb18
Feb25

Spaghetti Head & G I Joe
G.I. Joe
Mental Disorder & KeeMah
Cheap Norgy Cunt
Pinky & Empty Spermbank

TQ
Secrets
A Team
Jameson’s
TQ

56 Hashers who were Hashing the previous week
3 Jarl Engebretsen; 2 Boerre Hetty; 2 Ole Kubberup; 6 Jay Passey; 395 BALL RINGER; 241 BELL END;
496 BOTTOMLESS PIT; 465 BOW WOW; 160 CHEAP NORGY CUNT; 17 CHEAPER THAN MEME;
69 CRAZY PUSSY; 159 DOESN’T TOUCH THE SIDES; 184 DR. DICK; 1203 EMPEROR AIRHEAD;
92 FLYING FINN; 434 G.I. JOE; 88 GANGREEN; 67 HELIUM HEAD; 59 HONEY BEAR; 102 HORSE;
27 KAMOY KATOY; 129 LIBERACE; 82 MARATHON MAN; 17 MENSTRUAL DISORDER;
20 MENTAL DISORDER; 496 MIDNIGHT STAR; 537 MRS. HEAD; 337 ODD-JOB; 44 PAPRIKA SMILEY;
204 PELER; 22 POCAHONTAS; 2 POL DANCER; 6 PORN STAR; 105 RATSO-EEL-SNIFFER;
119 ROBBING BASTARD; 68 RUDI VOELLER; 24 RUNNING BARE; 144 SCAR WITH TWO T’S;
618 SIR ARSE HOPPER; 512 SIR ARSE-A-HOLIC; 615 SIR DOG; 516 SIR REALLY SADISTIC BASTARD;
681 SIR SPAGHETTI HEAD; 98 SKIING FINN; 53 SMELLY BASTARD; 378 SNOOPY; 67 SPECIAL PRICE;
261 SQUEEZE MY TUBE; 102 STEPTOE; 214 SWEETIE; 329 TAMPAX; 80 TINY ANAL TORPEDO;
23 VASELINE THIGHS; 285 VELCRO DICK; 613 VIETNAMESE VIOLATOR; 113 WANK-KING’S WANKER
15 Returnees
5 Mette Holter; 5 Endre Holter; 141 BARNACLE BOLLOX; 95 BLACK HOLE; 185 CRACK MY COCCYX;
272 HELLBOY; 124 JACKAL; 273 LONE WOLF; 36 NEXT WEEK; 159 NURSE DICK; 55 POOPACHINO;
37 PUGSLY; 57 SCARLET; 10 TEASPOON; 122 TRY-A-FUCK
1 Visitor with his Total Runs
7 Peter Ward CHRISTOPHERCUMSEMEN – Chiang Mai Hash, Thailand
4 Virgins
Svein Finstad;

Anyawee Nitiolanert;

Patthana Surinklong;

1 New Hash Names Event
Cherry Lynne named PORN STAR – New Hash Name

Karsten Toft

